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Viz Multiplay User’s Guide

1 Introduction

Viz Multiplay gives broadcasters a powerful tool for controlling studio screen content.
The simple interface can be used in the control room or by the presenter in the studio.
The main features of Viz Multiplay are:
• Send content quickly to multiple screens
• Dynamic control from a single interface
• Controls live, video, graphics and still content

This section contains information on the following topics:
• Document Structure
• Related Documents
• Customer Feedback and Suggestions
• Customer Support Requests

1.1

Document Structure
This User’s Guide includes both information on the technical aspects of installation and
maintenance, as well as instructions for end users.
• Viz Multiplay provides an overview of the features of Viz Multiplay and the various
workflows that it supports.
• Setup describes how to install and run Viz Multiplay, and how to set it up to work
with other applications, such as Viz Trio and newsroom control systems.
• Using Viz Multiplay describes how to use the Viz Multiplay application on your
desktop or tablet device.
• Troubleshooting lists tips for troubleshooting Viz Multiplay.

1.2

Related Documents
• Viz Trio User’s Guide: How to use the Viz Trio client, and configure the output
channels and play out pages in shows, based on templates.
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• For more information on integrating with Viz One, please contact your local Vizrt
customer support team at www.vizrt.com.

1.3

Customer Feedback and Suggestions
We encourage suggestions and feedback about our products and documentation.
To give feedback and, or suggestions, please identify your local Vizrt customer support
team at www.vizrt.com.
1.

Click on Contact (top of page).

2.

The Vizrt office which is nearest to your location will be shown, or select from the
list of Vizrt offices.

3.

Click on the Contact button for the office you want.

4.

Complete the required details in the window that opens.
Note: If this message is for Customer Support, and there is a Support Contract in
place, then click on the ‘For support requests, please visit our support portal’ link
in the message window.

A Vizrt representative will contact you as soon as possible.

1.4

Customer Support Requests
Support Requests are supported by Vizrt if customers have a valid Service Agreement
in operation. Customers who do not have a Service Agreement and would like to set up
a Service Agreement should contact their regional sales representative (see Customer
Feedback and Suggestions).
When submitting a Support Request, relevant and correct information should be
given to Vizrt Support, to make sure that Vizrt Support can give the quickest and best
solution to your Support Request.
This section contains information on the following topics:
• Before Submitting a Support Request
• Submitting a Support Request

1.4.1

Before Submitting a Support Request
Before a Support Request is submitted make sure that you:
Read:
• The relevant User Guide or Guides
• The release notes
and Check:
• That the system is configured correctly
• That you have the specified hardware, tested and recommended versions
Always refer to your Vizrt Service Level Agreement document.
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1.4.2

Submitting a Support Request
When completing a Support Request, add as much information as possible.

Content of a Support Request
The report should contain information about these topics:
• Problem description: Include a good description of what the problem is and how
to reproduce it. Specify your workflow. Remember to use simple English.
• Screen shots and illustrations: Use these to simplify the message. These are
extremely useful for Vizrt Support.
• Software configuration: Add exact versions of software used. This is extremely
important information. The Version Information is available in the log.
• System log files: Send the system log file. You can save your log file in the Logs
pane.
• System locale: Specify the Region and Language settings of the system.
• Hardware configuration: Add exact versions of hardware used, especially for Viz
Engine.
Optional:
• System setup: Describe differences in the installation, if any, from the
recommended setup.
• System Network: Add a description of how the network, bandwidth, routers, and
switches are configured.
Always refer to your Vizrt Service Level Agreement document.

To submit a Support Request:
1.

On the www.vizrt.com page, click on Support.

2.

Click on Report a case.

3.

Click on LOG IN to login to the Customer and Partner portal.

4.

At the top of the Case Management page, click on Report a Case.

5.

In the online form complete the required minimum information (shown by a red
asterisk) and click SAVE.

6.

In the saved Support Case that opens, complete the various text boxes and upload
any required documents, files, etc. (see Content of a Support Request).

To track the status of open support tickets, login to the Customer and Partner portal.
Add information or communicate about the cases directly with the support team.
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2 Viz Multiplay

Viz Multiplay is a control application that focusses on controlling the increasing number
of screens that are now present in studios. It can be used to take graphics, images or
video clips on all the screens in the studio.
Viz Multiplay can control an individual screen or trigger content to multiple screens at
a time. Screens can be of varying resolution and aspect ratio for creative freedom of
studio configuration.
The media elements can be graphics elements rendered by the Viz Engine, video clips,
or SDI live inputs.
Viz Multiplay can be used in the control room in combination with Viz Trio to manage all
the screens. It can also be used by a presenter, allowing them to drive the graphics or
videos themselves. All instances of Viz Multiplay are linked, so users in the control room
and studio can work together.
Viz Multiplay is built on top of the existing Vizrt environment, so it can be used together
with your other Vizrt applications and Viz Engine outputs.
The application itself is browser based, so it can run on any computer or a tablet, and
has an easy-to-use interface. Viz Multiplay gives broadcasters a simple way to control
studio screen content from a single interface.
This section contains information on the following topics:
• Key Features
• System Diagrams
• End-to-End Workflows
• User Workflows
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2.1

Key Features

The key features of Viz Multiplay are:
• Multiple channel/output control
• Anchor control
• Video, graphics and still images
• Multiplatform control
• MOS support
• Live video control
• Dynamic playlist
• SD/HD/4K SDI and IP output
• Integration with Viz Trio
• Touch-screen friendly
• Collaboration

2.2

System Diagrams
Basic System
In the basic setup, Viz Multiplay clients integrate with a Viz Trio system and a Viz
Engine.
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Viz Multiplay relies on Viz Trio for configuration. Playlists and shows from Viz Trio are
available in Viz Multiplay. The Media Sequencer and Viz Engine provide scheduling and
playout.
Standard SDI based playout (with one Viz Engine for each output) is the most common
use case.

Adding Video Playout with Viz One
In this case, Viz Multiplay can also access the media stored in Viz One.

2.3

End-to-End Workflows

Basic Workflow
1.

In the studio, Viz Trio and Viz Multiplay are used to create playlists.

2.

Operators use Viz Multiplay to manage the playlists and trigger content for each
screen.

3.

Viz Engines composite graphics and video in real-time in SD/HD/4K SDI and IP
streams.

4.

In the studio, monitors and video walls are filled with the content controlled by Viz
Multiplay.

Extended Workflow
1.

Journalists create playlists in Viz Trio or the newsroom control system.

2.

In the control room, operators use Viz Multiplay to manage the playlists, trigger
content for each screen, and define content for the journalist in the studio to
control.
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2.4

3.

Viz Engines composite graphics and video in real-time in SD/HD/4K SDI and IP
streams.

4.

The presenter in the studio controls screen content live with the Viz Multiplay
touch-screen interface.

5.

In the studio, monitors and video walls are filled with the content controlled by Viz
Multiplay.

User Workflows
This section contains details about the following workflows in more detail:
• For the Journalist
• In the Control Room
• For the Presenter

For the Journalist
1.

Prepare the playlist. Either:
• Use Viz Multiplay to browse for content and add to a playlist.
• Prepare a playlist in Viz Trio or your newsroom control system.

2.

Define which channel(s) the content will be triggered on.

In the Control Room
The operator either triggers the playlist as it was created in the rundown, or rearranges
elements on-the-fly.
1.

Prepare a normal rundown in the control room or newsroom (VMP is fully MOS
enabled so clips can be managed through the normal newsroom workflow using
our ActiveX).

2.

In Viz Multiplay, open a playlist or show.

3.

Select the active profile.

4.

Arrange media elements for each channel:
• Use elements already listed in the playlist.
• Search for media elements in the Search tab.
• Drag elements from another channel.

5.

Select a media element:
• Playlist elements are displayed in the Media column.
• Last minute elements can be collected from the Inbox.

6.

Preview the selected element in the Preview tab.

7.

Drag or tap elements to arm them, or take them to air:
• For clips and animations, a time code monitor displays playout progress.
• You can also control continue points and graphics if you have multistage
animations.

Viz Trio can trigger events from Viz Multiplay and control the content available in Viz
Multiplay. Manual changes to the Viz Multiplay playlist are immediately reflected in
the Viz Trio playlist and vice versa.
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All instances of Viz Multiplay are linked so changes in one are reflected to all users.
Users can work in collaboration, for example a control room operator sets up
elements for the studio presenter to take to air.
Drag last minute elements from the easy-access Inbox Tab to any channel. Elements
are added to the Inbox using Viz Trio.

For the Presenter
The presenter can control the output on screen by using Viz Multiplay on a tablet.
1.

Select a media element to play.

2.

Drag or tap elements to take them to air.

The presenter’s tablet can automatically follow the control room’s Viz Multiplay client to
reduce the number of actions required by the presenter.
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3 Setup
Viz Multiplay is installed on top of the Media Sequencer, and is then run via a standard
internet browser.
This section contains information on the following topics:
• Installing Viz Multiplay Server
• Configuring Video Search in Viz One
• Preparing Channels and Playlists
• Running the Viz Multiplay Client

3.1

Installing Viz Multiplay Server
Prerequisites
1.

Install a fully working Viz Trio system, using the latest official versions.
Note: Media Sequencer 2.0.2 or later is required.
Note: Viz Trio 2.12.1 is the minimum requirement, however Viz Trio 3.0.0 or
later is recommended.

2.

Ensure a preview server is available and configured in Viz Trio (Viz Trio menu >
Configuration > Connectivity > Viz One > Viz Preview Server).
This allows the thumbnails to display correctly in Viz Multiplay.

3.

A Viz Multiplay licensed Media Sequencer dongle is required on the server
machine.

Installation
1.

On the Media Sequencer machine, run the Viz Multiplay installer file
VizMultiplay.msi
This will install the core files for Viz Multiplay, including documentation, and will
add shortcuts to the desktop and Start menu which point to the application’s URL.
The default installation location is: <MEDIA_SEQUENCER>/www/app/vizmultiplay
e.g. C:\Program Files (x86)\Vizrt\Media Sequencer\www\app

The default location is recommended, but can be configured if required.
Note: Media Sequencer must be running before starting the Viz Multiplay server.

3.2

Configuring Video Search in Viz One
Once Viz Trio is configured to work with Viz One, the Viz Multiplay integration is straight
forward. In order to make the video search from Viz Multiplay work, the following
settings are required:
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Viz One Login
A Viz One account is required in order for Viz Multiplay to log in. Viz Multiplay can use
the same account as Viz Trio. If it is a separate account, it must have the same access
rights as the one used by Viz Trio.

Browser Options
If using Viz One 5.5 or earlier, the web security options must be set in the browser. Use
the Chrome browser and add the --disable-web-security startup option. For details,
see Chrome Setup.
If you require assistance configuring your Viz One, please contact your local Vizrt
customer support team at www.vizrt.com.

3.3

Preparing Channels and Playlists
Channels
Use Viz Trio to configure the profiles and channels for each Viz Engine.
• 1 Viz Engine --> 1 channel --> 1 or more screens
The number of channels is not limited.
Note: Adding videos to a graphics-only channel or graphics to a video-only
channel, will result in the element not being played out correctly. Composite
elements will only work on channels that support both graphics and video.

Shows and Playlists
The shows and playlists created in Viz Trio will be available in the Browse Window.
Elements in the Viz Trio shows and playlists must be in groups. Note that a playlist
inside a show is not accessible.

Inbox
To make elements available in the Inbox Tab, add them to a Viz Trio show called inbox.

Synchronizing
Viz Trio can trigger events from Viz Multiplay and control the content available in Viz
Multiplay. Manual changes to the Viz Multiplay playlist are immediately reflected in the
Viz Trio playlist and vice versa.
In Viz Trio, right click a story element and select “set external cursor” so the channel
elements in Viz Multiplay will update.

MOS
MOS connectivity from a Newsroom Control System will work with Viz Multiplay in the
same way as it does with Viz Trio.
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3.4

Running the Viz Multiplay Client
This section contains information on the following topics:
• Viewing in a Browser
• Authentication
• Chrome Setup

3.4.1

Viewing in a Browser
You can access Viz Multiplay via an internet browser, without installing anything
specific onto your desktop.
The URL to access Viz Multiplay can be configured on the server, but by default it is
<ms_host>:8580/app/vizmultiplay/vizmultiplay.html
If it has been changed from the default, your system administrator will provide you with
the new URL.

Desktop
Vizrt recommends the latest version of Chrome or Firefox for using Viz Multiplay on a
desktop.
If you run Viz Multiplay on a touch screen, Firefox is the recommended browser, as it
fully supports touch screen drag and drop functionality.
If using Chrome, follow the steps described in Chrome Setup to get the optimal
experience for that browser.
Note: The recommended minimum screen resolution is 1280 x 1024

Tablet
The recommended tablets are iPad 4 or iPad Air. Use the Safari browser to access Viz
Mutiplay.

3.4.2

Authentication
The Viz Multiplay URL can be accessed by any browser on the network. You may wish to
implement some basic authentication to limit access.
A simple way to restrict access to the URL is to use Apache to serve the application and
use basic authentication to limit access to it. For more information, see:
• http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.2/howto/auth.html
An advanced solution that avoids users being prompted for a username/password, but
also allows WebSocket communication to be secured, is to use client certificates and a
WebSocket tunnel. For more information, see:
• http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/mod/mod_ssl.html#sslverifyclient
• http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/mod/mod_proxy_wstunnel.html
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3.4.3

Chrome Setup
To make Chrome start in fullscreen mode, and to avoid the fullscreen message
appearing when the pointer reaches the top, add the --kiosk startup option.
If using Viz One 5.5 or earlier, to search for media elements, you must also add the -disable-web-security startup option.
This section describes how to Create a Customized Chrome Shortcut and Use the
Chrome Shortcut.

Create a Customized Chrome Shortcut
Note: The startup option for Chrome only takes affect when launching the initial
Chrome instance. Make sure no Chrome processes are running when launching
the shortcut.
1.

Open Viz Multiplay in Chrome.

2.

In another Chrome tab open the Apps page, either by clicking the
apps button or typing chrome://apps/ in the address bar.

3.

Drag the address bar icon of the Viz Multiplay tab onto the Apps page tab, but do
not drop it yet.

4.

Once the Apps tab comes to the front, then drop the Viz Multiplay icon.

5.

Right click the new shortcut in the Apps tab and select Open full screen.

6.

Right click the new shortcut in the Apps tab and select Create shortcuts.

Show

• Select Desktop and click Create.
7.

Find the newly created Chrome shortcut on the desktop and rename it, for
example, Viz Multiplay Fullscreen.

8.

Right click on the new shortcut on your desktop and select Properties.
1.

At the end of the Target, add –-kiosk (note the double dashes).

2.

Optional: If using Viz One 5.5 or earlier, also add --disable-web-security.

3.

Click OK.

Use the Chrome Shortcut
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1.

Double click the Chrome shortcut that you just created on your desktop and it will
launch the full screen Kiosk.

2.

To exit from fullscreen mode, press F11.

3.

To quit the fullscreen Chrome application, press Alt + F4.
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4 Using Viz Multiplay
This section describes how to use the Viz Multiplay application.
• Launching Viz Multiplay
• Areas of the Window
• Configure Your Display
• Work with Shows, Playlists and Groups
• Navigator Pane
• Preview a Clip
• Search for Material
• Add Last Minute Elements
• Arm and Take Elements
• Arm and Take Multiple Elements
• Status and Logs

4.1

Launching Viz Multiplay
You can access Viz Multiplay via an internet browser, without installing anything
specific onto your desktop or tablet.
Your system administrator will provide you with the link.
For more information on setting up your browser, see Running the Viz Multiplay Client

4.2

Areas of the Window
Once a playlist has been selected using the Open button, then the Viz Multiplay window
will consist of the following areas.
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The main areas of the window are:
1.

Toolbar

2.

Group Pane

3.

Navigator Pane

4.

Media Pane, which includes
• Media Column
• Armed column
• Program column
• Action Bar

5.

4.3

Status Bar

Configure Your Display
Browsers
For information on supported browsers, see Running the Viz Multiplay Client.
Chrome has features that can be useful when launching Viz Multiplay in a browser, see
Chrome Setup.

Toolbar

The way Viz Multiplay looks in your display can be configured from the tool bar using
Settings, Hide Navigator Pane and Group Pane, and 1-Tap Mode.

Settings

Open the Settings window from the tool bar.

The settings are as follows:
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• Icon size: Controls the appearance of media icons in the Media column.
• Active profile: Select from the list, based on what has been configured in the
newsroom system (see Preparing Channels and Playlists).
• Play videos locally in Program: When enabled, clips and graphics will display a
preview in the Program column when they are taken to air. When disabled, only a
thumbnail will be displayed.
Note: The preview shown in the Program column may not be precisely in sync
with the actual output.
• Show status bar: Show or hide the Status Bar at the bottom of the screen.

Hide Navigator Pane and Group Pane

Click the Show/Hide button in the toolbar to toggle both the Group Pane and Navigator
Pane on/off.

1-Tap Mode

When 1-Tap mode is enabled, the Armed column is hidden and tapping an element in
the Media column will take it directly to Program.
In this mode, elements can still be dragged between channels, or dragged to the
program channel.
When 1-Tap is disabled, tap will arm an element. Tap in the Arm column to take it to
Program.
Drag elements to the preview pane to preview them.

Set up on a Tablet
As space is limited on a tablet, you may prefer the following display settings:
• Hide the Status bar (See Settings)
• Hide Navigator Pane and Group Pane
• Enable 1-Tap Mode
• Adjust the Icon size (See Settings)

4.4

Work with Shows, Playlists and Groups
Open

1.

Click the Open button on the Toolbar to open the Browse Window.
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Browse Window

The Browse Window displays the shows and playlists that are available.
In this window, existing shows can be opened or deleted, or you can create new
shows. Select a show or playlist, and it will open in the Group Pane.
Shows can be renamed by selecting them and pressing F2.
Existing playlists from Viz Trio, or other newsroom systems, can also be opened.

Group Pane

The Group Pane displays the groups that are included in the show or playlist. When you
select a group the media elements will be loaded into the Media Pane. You can also
add, delete or rename groups.

4.5

Navigator Pane
The Navigator Pane allows you to:
• Preview a Clip
• Search for Material
• Add Last Minute Elements
Note: The Show/Hide button on the Toolbar allows you to Hide Navigator Pane and
Group Pane.
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4.5.1

Preview a Clip
Preview Tab

Preview is available for clips, images, and graphics.
The preview starts when an element is selected in the media pane. Hover over the
video player to see the controls.
If using 1-tap, drag the element to the preview tab to start the preview.

4.5.2

Search for Material
Search Tab

Search for media in Viz One.

Use the Photo and Video filter to limit the search, and then type into the search bar.
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Once you have found the element, drag it from the Search Tab to the channel you want
to use it in.

4.5.3

Add Last Minute Elements
Inbox Tab

The Inbox feature allows several users to work together to find and add new elements.
To use this feature, a Viz Trio show called inbox must be created. Any content added to
this Viz Trio show will be available in the Inbox tab in Viz Multiplay.
The elements can then be dragged from the Inbox into a channel, or directly to Armed
or Program.
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4.6

Arm and Take Elements
Media Pane

The Media Pane is used to manage elements that have been prepared for the story.
Each channel is displayed on a separate row and can be managed individually or
together with other channels.
Elements which are ready for use are listed in the Media Column, while the Armed and
Program columns display the elements that are currently armed or on air.
Note: Adding videos to a graphics-only channel or graphics to a video-only
channel, will result in the element not being played out correctly. Composite
elements will only work on channels that support both graphics and video.
To manage multiple channels simultaneously, you can Arm and Take Multiple Elements.
The thumbnail indicates when the element is still loading, as shown below.
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4.6.1

Media Column

The elements listed here have been sourced from Viz Trio or the Newsroom Control
System playlists.
Note: All changes made to elements in this column will be reflected in the Viz Trio
or Newsroom Control System playlists.
You can:
• Click an element to move it to Armed.
• Drag an element to Armed or Program in another channel to make a copy there
(original remains in source channel).
• Drag an element to the Media Column in another channel (removes it from source
channel).
• Turn Looping of the video ON

or OFF

.

Note: You cannot change the looping setting once the clip is playing. To stop
the looping you need to take out the clip.
• Delete an element (X Button).
• If the Preview Tab is open, clicking an element will start the preview playing.
In 1-Tap Mode, you can:
• Click an element to move it directly to Program.
• Drag elements to the Preview Tab to start the preview.
When elements have been selected in several channels (1 element per channel):
• Arm Selected: Send all selected elements to Armed.
• Take Selected: Send all selected elements to Program.

4.6.2
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When elements are moved to Armed, they are cued on the Viz Engine.
Clips that are Armed will be cued on the Viz Engine clip players so they are ready
to be taken with less latency than if they were not armed. The cueing is done in the
background, without disturbing the running clips.
You can:
• Click an element to take it to Program
• Click the Take button to take the element to Program
• Drag an element to Armed or Program in another channel to make a copy there
(this does not affect or take the original armed element)
• Send all armed elements, for all channels, to Program with the Take All button
• See the Looping status of the video

Note: You cannot change the looping setting in the Armed column. Use the
looping button in the Media column.

4.6.3

Program

The elements in the Program column are playing on air in the given channel.
You can:
• Click the Continue button to continue a graphic element
• Click the Out button to take out the element
• Drag an element to Armed or Program in another channel to make a copy there
(this does not affect the original program element)
• Continue All: Continue all program elements, in all channels
• Out All: Take Out all program elements, in all channels
• See the Looping status of the video
Note: You cannot change the looping setting once the clip is playing. To stop
the looping, take out the clip and toggle the looping OFF in the Media column.
• Preview the clip/graphic (if Enable Program Video is ON in Settings)
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Note: The preview shown in the Program column may not be precisely in sync
with the actual output.

Time Remaining
The time code is displayed for all videos and graphics. The time remaining for a clip is
indicated with a grey progress bar. Orange shading indicates <20 seconds remaining,
and red indicates <10 seconds remaining. Only the grey progress bar is shown on
looping clips.

4.6.4

Arm and Take Multiple Elements
Action Bar

• Arm Selected: Send all selected elements in the Media Column to Armed
• Take Selected: Send all selected elements in the Media Column to Program
• Take All: Send all Armed elements, for all channels, to Program
• Continue All: Continue all Program elements, in all channels
• Out All: Take Out all Program elements, in all channels
Note: Arming clips cues them on the Viz Engine clip players, so that they are
ready to be taken with less latency than if they are not armed first.

4.7

Status and Logs
Status Bar
Display the Status bar by selecting Show status bar in the Settings window.
When minimized the Status bar shows the latest status message.

Logs
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Click Expand

to show the Log Messages pane.

You can filter messages by type (Messages, Warnings, Errors) or download them into a
file using the Save log button.

Version Information
Scroll to the beginning of the log messages to find the Viz Multiplay version
information.
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5 Troubleshooting
This section lists tips for troubleshooting the Viz Multiplay application. Also see the
Related Documents for help with related Viz products.
This section describes:
• Logs
• General Errors
• Errors for Media Elements
• Known Issues

Logs
To view the latest log messages and version information, go to the Status Bar.

General Errors
Message

Description & Recommendation

No items to show.

When Viz Multiplay is first opened, the window
will be empty. Use the Open button to select a
show or playlist.

No message.

No show or playlist is loaded. Use the Open
button to select one.

No active profile is set.

A playlist is loaded but there are no active
profiles. Select a profile in Settings.

No show or playlist is currently
loaded.

Use the Open button to select a show or playlist.

The current show/playlist has no
groups or no group is selected.

Select a profile in Settings and create a group in
the show.

Profile <ProfileName> contains no
channels.

An active profile is set but it contains no
channels.

Lost the connection to the Media
Sequencer. Please restart Multiplay.

Media Sequencer has stopped or is
disconnected. Check your Media Sequencer.

Licensing Error. Could not find valid
Multiplay licence.

A Viz Multiplay licensed Media Sequencer dongle
is required on the server machine. Check your
dongle licence or contact Vizrt.

Log file message:

If a Trio show contains elements which are
not within a group (“<Z> elements outside
groups”), then they will not be visible in Viz
Multiplay. The show may appear empty in Viz
Multiplay, even though the Trio show contains
elements.

Show loaded in <seconds>
containing <X> groups with <Y>
elements and <Z> elements
outside groups
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Errors for Media Elements

Click on More info to see the full error details.
Error

Recommendation

Destination is not accessible

Viz One is not able to transfer videos to
the Viz Engine.

No viz/video program for this entry. Please
check the viz/video program output
configuration.

An element has been added to a channel
that does not support it (eg. adding video
to a graphics channel or vice versa).
This can also occur if a profile is selected
which does not have a program channel.

The media’s progress could not be
updated. Timeout was reached.

Check connection to Media Sequencer.

The referred element on: <path> does not
exist.

Check the database connection, as this
can be due to timing issues between Viz
Multiplay, the Media Sequencer and the
database.

Known Issues
General:
• If double click is used to trigger a play out in Program, it may not be in perfect sync
with the output. See the ‘Play Videos Locally in Program’ setting in Settings.
• Thumbnails for transition logic elements will be shown in the default concept/
variant.
• Adding videos to a graphics-only channel or graphics to a video-only channel, will
result in the element not being played out correctly. Composite elements will only
work on channels that support both graphics and video.
• Thumbnails for graphics with video texture will only display the graphic.
• Thumbnails for video with overlay graphics will only display the video.
Using Chrome:
• Videos that play locally in the Program column may start with a delay and/or show a
black frame for several seconds before starting.
• It is not possible to scrub or adjust the audio level for videos in the Preview pane.
• Drag and drop on touch screens does not work well in Chrome.
Using Internet Explorer:
• The message "Wrong MSE Version" may appear. To workaround this, turn off the
setting: "Display intranet sites in Compatibility View" in Internet Explorer and restart
Internet Explorer.
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